New Antibodies

Alpha 1-Antichymotrypsin
Alpha 1-Antichymotrypsin (AACT) also known as cell growth-inhibiting gene
24/25 protein and Serpin A3, is a 65-76kDa alpha globulin glycoprotein belongs to the Serpin family. It inhibits the activity of proteases by cleaving
them into a different shape or conformation. Deficiency of this protein has
been associated with liver disease and variations in this protein’s sequence
have been implicated in Alzheimer’s disease. The Alpha 1-Antivhymotrypsin
antibody reacts with histiocytes and widely used to identify tumors derived
from histiocytes. Its expression is also seen in acinar tumors of the pancreas
and salivary gland.

Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

Alpha 1-Antichymotrypsin

AACT/1451

Cytoplasm

AMC09-5M, AMC09-10M, MUC09-UC,
MUC09-5UC, AXC09-YCD, AXC09-50D

Cathepsin K
Cathepsin K also designated as CTSK, CTSO, CTSO2, is a lysosomal cysteine
protease belongs to the papain cysteine protease family. It is an important
protease involved in bone remodeling and resorption by degrading type I collagen, osteopontin, and other bone matrix proteins. Cathepsin K expression
is observed in bone, cartilage and skeletal muscle. Its expression is also seen
in a significant fraction of human breast cancers, where it could contribute to
tumor invasiveness

Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

Cathepsin K

CTSK/2791

Cytoplasm

AMC13-5M, AMC13-10M, MUC13-UC,
MUC13-5UC, AXC13-YCD, AXC13-50D

CD4
CD4 (cluster of differentiation 4) is a membrane glycoprotein present on the
surface of immune cells like T helper cells, some B-cells, macrophages, and
granulocytes. It has four immunoglobulin domains (D1, D2, D3 and D4) on
extracellular surface of the cell. It has an important role in the differentiation
of thymocytes and the regulation of T-lymphocyte/B-lymphocyte adhesion.
Its expression is also seen in specific regions of the brain. Most of the T-cell
lymphomas are derived from T-helper/ regulatory cell subset, hence majority
of mature T-cell neoplasms are CD4+/CD8-. Anti-CD4 antibody is used in
the diagnosis of lymphoproliferative disorders to evaluate tumors with CD4
aberrant expression.
Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

CD4

rCD4/3930

Membrane

AMB99-5M, AMB99-10M, AXB99-50D,
AXB99-YCD, MUB99-UC, MUB99-5UC

New Antibodies

GATA-3
GATA-3 (GATA binding protein 3) belongs to the family of transcription factor, which bind directly to the nucleotide sequence core element to control
diverse tissue-specific programs of gene expression and morphogenesis. Its
expression is seen in hematopoietic and non-hematopoietic tissues/cells such
as mammary glands and T cells. GATA-3 functions as a major regulator of T
helper 2 cell (Th2) differentiation in immune cells and differentiation of luminal epithelial cells in mammary glands. GATA-3 has also been a novel marker
for bladder cancer and also expression is seen in 67% of 308 urothelial carcinomas but no prostate or renal carcinomas.
Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

GATA-3

GATA3/6664

Nucleus

AMB89-5M, AMB89-10M, AXB89-50D,
AXB89-YCD, MUB89-UC, MUB89-5UC

GATA-3

HG3-31

Nucleus

AMB43-5M, AMB43-10M, AXB43-50D,
AXB43-YCD, MUB43-UC, MUB43-5UC

Histone H3
Histone H3 (also known as Histone H3.1t, H3/t, H3t, or H3/g) encoded by the
gene HIST3H3/H3Ft, is one of the nuclear proteins responsible for the nucleosome structure of the chromosomal fiber in eukaryotes. They play a crucial
role in transcription regulation, DNA repair, DNA replication and chromosomal
stability. Acetylation and or methylation of Histone H3 occur in response to
various stimuli and have a direct effect on the accessibility of chromatin to
transcription factors and, therefore, gene expression. Hence, Histone H3 has
been linked to various types of cancer as a biomarker through the aberrant
expression of histone deacetylase (HDAC) enzymes and changes to chromatins.
Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

Histone H3

PHH3/471R

Nucleus

ANB88-5M, ANB88-10M, AYB88-50D,
AYB88-YCD, NUB88-UC, NUB88-5UC

Histone H3

1G1

Nucleus

AMB82-5M, AMB82-10M, AXB82-50D,
AXB82-YCD, MUB82-UC, MUB82-5UC

INI1/SNF5/SMARCB1
Integrase interactor 1 (INI-1), also known as hSNF5, is an integral component
of the hSWI/SNF (SWItch/Sucrose Non-Fermentable) chromatin remodeling
complex, which facilitates DNAdependent cellular processes including transcription, replication, and repair. The INI-1 gene is often mutated or deleted
in malignant rhabdoid tumor (MRT), a tumor which is potentially mimicked
by medulloblastoma and supratentorial primitive neuroectodermal tumors
(sPNETs). INI-1 has shown to be useful in distinguishing between the three
conditions as the majority of medulloblastomas and sPNETs are labeled by
Anti-INI-1, while a lack of nuclear labeling by the same antibody is characteristic of MRT.
Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

INI1/SNF5/SMARCB1

SMAR/
B13984

Nucleus

AMB97-5M, AMB97-10M, AXB97-50D,
AXB97-YCD, MUB97-UC, MUB97-5UC

New Antibodies

INSM1
INSM1 (Insulinoma-associated protein 1), also known as IA-1, is a transcriptional factor with a zinc finger DNA-binding domain that is involved in neuroendocrine cell differentiation as a transcriptional repressor. The expression of
INSM1 is seen in fetal Neuroendocrine developmental tissues and in normal
adult neuroendocrine tissues such as adrenal medulla, pineal gland, pituitary
gland, gastrointestinal enterochromaffin cells, pancreatic islet cells, thyroid
C cells and developing neurons. This helps in identification of neuroendocrine tumors such as Small Cell Lung Cancer (SCLC), Pituitary tumors, Medullary Thyroid Carcinoma, Merkel Cell Carcinoma, Olfactory Neuroblastoma
and Pheochromocytoma and their distinction from other neoplasms, such as
adenocarcinomas, which exhibit little to no INSM1 expression.
Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

INSM1

INSM1/
6286R

Nuclues

ANC07-5M, ANC07-10M, NUC07-UC,
NUC07-5UC, AYC07-YCD, AYC07-50D

INSM1

A-8

Nuclues

AMB44-5M, AMB44-10M, MUB44-UC,
MUB44-5UC, AXB44-YCD, AXB44-50D

LI Cadherin/ Cadherin 17
LI-cadherin (also known as CDH17) belongs to calcium-dependent, membrane-associated glycoproteins of the cadherin superfamily. Their function is
to mediate cell-cell binding critical to the maintenance of tissue structure and
morphogenesis. The expression of LI-cadherin is restricted to Liver and intestine tissues and plays a role in the morphological organization of hepatocytes
and enterocytes. It has been shown to be a useful marker for distinguishing
between primary urinary bladder adenocarcinoma and urothelial carcinoma
with glandular differentiation.

Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

LI Cadherin/ Cadherin 17

CDH17/2615

Membrane &
Cytoplasm

AMB96-5M, AMB96-10M, AXB96-50D,
AXB96-YCD, MUB96-UC, MUB96-5UC

LI Cadherin/ Cadherin 17

CAEX3

Membrane &
Cytoplasm

AMB06-5M, AMB06-10M, AXB06-50D,
AXB06-YCD, MUB06-UC, MUB06-5UC

Mammaglobin
Mammaglobin is a 10kDa breast-associated glycoprotein distantly related to
secretoglobin family that includes human uteroglobin and lipophilin. It labels
cytoplasm of normal breast epithelial cells as well as primary and metastatic
breast carcinomas. Mammaglobin expression is absent in prostate, kidney,
colon, rectum, small intestine, stomach, pancreas, lung and thyroid tissue.
Anti-Mammaglobin is a sensitive and fairly specific marker for breast carcinoma and is used in a panel with GCDFP-15 and estrogen receptor (ER) in
evaluating tumors of unknown primary origin

Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

Mammaglobin

MGB/4811R

Cytoplasm

ANC10-5M, ANC10-10M, NUC10-UC,
NUC10-5UC, AYC10-YCD, AYC10-50D

New Antibodies

MUC6
MUC 6 also designated Mucin 6 and gastric mucin, is a high molecular weight
glycoprotein that plays a major role in epithelial cyto-protection of gastrointestinal tract from acid, proteases, pathogenic microorganisms, and mechanical trauma. It is expressed in various tissues such as the pyloric glands of the
antrum, bronchial epithelium and in the Müller ducts of the endocervix and
urethral epithelium. Muc6 antibody is found to be useful for differentiating
fetal, precancerous and cancerous colonic mucosa.

Antibody
MUC6

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

SPM598

Cytoplasm

AMC11-5M, AMC11-10M, MUC11-UC,
MUC11-5UC, AXC11-YCD, AXC11-50D

NeuN
Neuronal Nuclei, also known as NeuN, Fox-3, RBFOX3, is a 350 amino acid
neuron-specific protein present in most neuronal cells of CNS and PNS. It is
involved in the regulation of mRNA splicing and plays a role in regulating neural cell differentiation and nervous system development. NeuN is expressed in
brain, including in cerebral cortex, hippocampus, thalamus, caudate/putamen,
cerebellum, as well as in the spinal cord although, some neurons fail to be recognized by NeuN at all ages such as INL retinal cells, Purkinje cells, Cajal-Retzius cells, sympathetic ganglion cells and inferior olivary and dentate nucleus
neurons. Dysfunctional NeuN has been associated with various neurological
disorders such as neurodevelopmental delay, autism spectrum disorder, Benign rolandic epilepsy (BRE), and cognitive impairments.
Antibody
NeuN

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

NeuN/7071R

Nucleus & Cytoplasm

ANC08-5M, ANC08-10M, NUC08-UC,
NUC08-5UC, AYC08-YCD, AYC08-50D

Nkx3.2
NKX3.2 (NK3 homeobox 2) is also known as Bapx1 (bagpipe homeobox homolog 1) human gene because of its similarity to bagpipe (bap) in Drosophila.
It is a homeodomain containing transcription factor. Nkx3.2 plays a role in the
development of the axial and limb skeleton and as a Transcriptional repressor
that acts as a negative regulator in chondrocyte maturation. Nkx3.2 has an
important role in distal stomach development which is required for proper antral-pyloric morphogenesis and development of antral-type epithelium.

Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

Nkx3.2

H-4

Nucleus

AMB92-5M, AMB92-10M, AXB92-50D,
AXB92-YCD, MUB92-UC, MUB92-5UC

New Antibodies

OLIG2
Olig2 (Oligodendrocyte lineage transcription factor 2) is a basic helix loop helix (bHLH) transcription factor belonging to group A of the OLIG family. Olig2
has a crucial role during development in specifying the final location of motor
neurons and Oligodendrocyte in the spinal cord, along with the development
within the hindbrain of somatic motor neurons. It is strongly expressed in
Oligodendrocytes and in developing astrocytes. Olig2 is a potential diagnostic
marker for oligodendrogliomas and can be used in a panel for astrocytomas.

Antibody
OLIG2

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

OLIG2/
7074R

Nucleus & Cytoplasm

ANC12-5M, ANC12-10M, NUC12-UC,
NUC12-5UC, AYC12-YCD, AYC12-50D

Pax-7
Paired box protein Pax-7 (PAX7) belongs to the Pax family of transcription factors, is involved in the specification, survival, maintenance, and self-renewal
of skeletal muscle progenitors and myogenic progenitors. It is specifically expressed in cultured satellite cell-derived myoblasts and also in satellite cells
residing in adult muscle. A chromosomal aberration relating to PAX7 has been
linked to rhabdomyosarcoma 2 (RMS2) (also called alveolar rhabdomyosarcoma).

Antibody
Pax-7

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

EE-8

Nucleus

AMB93-5M, AMB93-10M, AXB93-50D,
AXB93-YCD, MUB93-UC, MUB93-5UC

Podoplanin
Podoplanin, also known as glycoprotein 36 (gp36), PA2.26 antigen, T1-alpha
(T1A), and aggrus, is a 36 kDa type I transmembrane sialoglycoprotein present on the surface of podocytes in kidney glomeruli and the parietal cells of
Bowman′s capsule. Podoplanin plays a crucial role in maintaining the unique
shape of podocytes and serves as a ligand for CLEC-2. It is also directly involved in cell migration, aids metastases formation and tumor cell invasion of
tissue. Research studies have shown that Podoplanin expression is upregulated in a number of tumor types including colorectal cancers, oral squamous
cell carcinomas, and germ cell tumors, with higher expression levels often
associated with more aggressive tumors.
Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

Podoplanin

PDPN/1433

Nucleus

AMB91-5M, AMB91-10M, AXB91-50D,
AXB91-YCD, MUB91-UC, MUB91-5UC

Podoplanin

PDPN/4009R

Membrane

ANB95-5M, ANB95-10M, AYB95-50D,
AYB95-YCD, NUB95-UC, NUB95 -5UC

New Antibodies

p57 Kip2
p57 kip2 is a protein which is cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor (CDKI) and
is paternally imprinted that is being expressed from maternal allele. P57 is
an imprinted gene located at the chromosomal locus 11p15.5. It is one of
the less studied CIP/KIP member and has an important role in embryogenesis. p57 kip2 regulates the cell cycle. Few functions have been attributed
to this protein also includes cytoskeleton organization. p57 kip2 is frequently
down-regulated in many common human malignancies by several mechanisms showing its anti-oncogenic function.
Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

p57 Kip2

KP39

Cytoplasm

AMB94-5M, AMB94-10M, AXB94-50D,
AXB94-YCD, MUB94-UC, MUB94-5UC

P120/Catenin, delta-1 (CTNND1)
p120 / Catenin, delta-1 is a proliferation-associated nuclear protein involved
both in cell transformation by SRC and in ligand-induced receptor signaling
through the EGF, PDGF, CSF-1 and ERBB2 receptors. p120 expression is found
in most human malignant tumors, but not in resting normal cells. P120 catenin is used for categorizing ductal vs. lobular neoplasia in the breast and
further clarifies the separation of low-grade ductal carcinoma in situ from
lobular neoplasia.

Antibody
P120/Catenin, delta-1
(CTNND1)

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

CTNND1/
4383R

Membrane/Cytoplasm

ANB87-5M, ANB87-10M, AYB87-50D,
AYB87-YCD, NUB87-UC, NUB87-5UC

SDHB
Succinate Dehydrogenase Complex, Subunit B (SDHB), also known as iron-sulfur subunit of complex II (Ip) or SDH2, is a protein encoded by the SDHB gene
which belongs to the Succinate Dehydrogenase/fumarate reductase iron-sulfur protein family. Succinate Dehydrogenase (SDH) catalyzes the oxidation
of Succinate and ubiquinone to fumarate and ubiquinol in aerobic respiration
reactions. Mutations in SDH gene have been linked to pheochromocytoma
(PCC), paraganglioma (PGL), gastrointestinal stromal tumor (GIST), renal cell
carcinoma, and ovarian cancer.

Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

SDHB

SDHB/
6697R

Cytoplasm

ANB86-5M, ANB86-10M, AYB86-50D,
AYB86-YCD, NUB86-UC, NUB86-5UC

SDHB

SDHB/2382

Cytoplasm

AMA99-5M, AMA99-10M, AXA99-50D,
AXA99-YCD, MUA99-UC, MUA99-5UC

New Antibodies

ACE2
ACE2 (Angiotensin Converting Enzyme 2) is a type I integral transmembrane
zinc metalloprotease belongs to the ACE family. It is a critical component in
the rennin-angiotensin system (RAS) and catalyzes the conversion of inactive
vasoconstrictor angiotensin I to Ang1-9 or of angiotensin II to the vasodilator
angiotensin 1-7. ACE2 plays a essential role in regulation of cardiovascular,
renal functions and serves as a functional receptor for spike glycoprotein of
SARS coronaviruses. The expression of ACE2 is found in vascular endothelial
cells of the heart and kidney and Leydig and Sertoli cells of the testis.

Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

ACE2

ACE2/6788R

Mem

ANC18-5M, ANC18-10M, NUC18-UC,
NUC18-5UC, AYC18-YCD, AYC18-50D

Brachyury
Brachyury, also designated TBXT antibody, or T-box transcription factor T antibody, is an embryonic nuclear transcription factor that is vital for the formation
of posterior mesoderm and axial development during vertebrate embryogenesis. It is required in the early determination and differentiation of mesoderms
and is an important factor in promoting the epithelial-mesenchymal transition
(EMT). The protein is localized to notochord-derived cells and it has been identified as a definitive diagnostic marker of chordoma, a malignant tumor that
arises from remnant notochordal cells lodged in the vertebrae.

Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

Brachyury

A-4

Nuc

AMC14-5M, AMC14-10M, MUC14-UC,
MUC14-5UC, AXC14-YCD, AXC14-50D

EPCAM
EpCAM (Epithelial Cellular Adhesion Molecule) also designated as CD326, KSA,
TROP1 is a 40kD type I transmembrane calcium-independent homophilic adhesion glycoprotein. It functions as a homophilic calcium-independent epithelial-specific cell-adhesion molecule which is involved in cell signaling, cell migration, proliferation and differentiation. EPCAM is primarily expressed on the
basolateral surface of most epithelia of different organs. It is highly expressed
on most carcinomas of epithelial lineage and therefore used as a diagnostic
and prognostic marker.

Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

EPCAM

MOC-31

Mem

AMC16-5M, AMC16-10M, MUC16-UC,
MUC16-5UC, AXC16-YCD, AXC16-50D

New Antibodies

CA-IX
Carbonic anhydrase IX (CA-IX) is a cell surface transmembrane protein, belongs to the monomeric alpha class of zinc metalloenzymes called as Carbonic
anhydrases. These enzymes catalyze the rapid hydration of carbon dioxide
and water into carbonic acid, bicarbonate ions and protons. CAIX also participates in cellular pH regulation across the membrane by cooperating with sodium bicarbonate co-transporters (NBC), sodium/hydrogen exchanger (NHE)
and lactate and proton exporting monocarboxylic acid transporters (MCT). It
is predominantly expressed in the all clear-cell renal cell carcinomas, common
epithelial tumors such as carcinomas of the esophagus, lung, colon, kidney,
cervix, non-small cell lung carcinoma, gastrointestinal tract and gallbladder
but is not detected in most of the normal tissues. Hence it is known to be one
of tumor-associated carbonic anhydrase isoenzyme
Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

CA-IX

H-11

Mem

AMC19-5M, AMC19-10M, MUC19-UC,
MUC19-5UC, AXC19-YCD, AXC19-50D

CD64
CD64 (also known as FcγRI, FcR I) is a 72kDa single chain type I high-affinity
Fc-gamma receptor integral transmembrane glycoprotein belongs to the Immunoglobulin Superfamily. It plays an important role in the activation and inhibition of both innate and adaptive immune responses such as degranulation,
endocytosis, phagocytosis, antigen presentation, ADCC (antibody-dependent
cellular toxicity), cytokine release, superoxide generation and B cell proliferation. CD64 binds with a signaling FcRγ homodimer to form the functional high
affinity FcγRI complex which is regulated by IFN-γ stimulation. The expression
of CD64 is found on monocytes, macrophages, activated granulocytes, dendritic cells and early myeloid lineage cells.
Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

CD64

C-6

Mem/Cyt

AMA56-5M, AMA56-10M, MUA56-UC,
MUA56-5UC, AXA56-YCD, AXA56-50D

CTLA-4
CTLA-4 (Cytotoxic T-Lymphocyte Antigen 4) is composed of a single Ig V like
extracellular domain, a transmembrane domain and an intracellular domain
and belongs to immunoglobulin (Ig) gene superfamily. It is structurally homologous to CD28 and is expressed on CD4+ cytotoxic T cells. CTLA-4 is a strong
inhibitor of T-cell activation and is functions in T-cell apoptosis. CTLA-4 is also
found intracellularly in regulatory T-cells and is important for their function.

Antibody
CTLA-4

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

F-8

Mem/Cyt

AMC20-5M, AMC20-10M, MUC20-UC,
MUC20-5UC, AXC20-YCD, AXC20-50D

New Antibodies

Anti-Cytokeratin
Cytokeratins are polypeptide chains that constituent major part of epithelial
cell cytoskeleton. Cytokeratin (CAM 5.2) expression is seen in majority of
epithelial tumors, including lung, liver, Breast Carcinoma, Gastro-Intestinal
tract, breast, genitourinary system, female reproductive organs and some endocrine organs. It might not react with some squamous cell carcinomas. This
antibody can be successfully used as a clinically reliable marker for neoplasms
of epithelial origin and for distinguishing carcinomas from malignant tumors of
non-epithelial origin such as lymphomas, melanomas, and sarcomas.
Antibody
Anti-Cytokeratin

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

CAM 5.2

Cytoplasm

AMB50-5M, AMB50-10M, MUB50-UC,
MUB50-5UC, AXB50-YCD, AXB50-50D

MiTF
MiTF (microphthalmia-associated transcription factor) is a melanocytic nuclear protein with basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH), leucine-zipper domains. It
can directly associate with DNA as a homodimer and plays a major role as
a master regulator in melanocyte proliferation, osteoclastogenesis and RPE
(Retinal Pigment Epithelium) differentiation. The expression of MiTF is seen in
melanocytes, osteoclasts, mast cells and heart. It functions as a melanoma
oncogene in humans and mutations in the associated gene causes Waardenburg Syndrome type II in humans.

Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

MiTF

C5/D5

Nuc

AMA63-5M, AMA63-10M, MUA63-UC,
MUA63-5UC, AXA63-YCD, AXA63-50D

MLH-1
MutL homolog 1(MLH1) is a protein in humans that is encoded by the MLH1
gene. MLH1 protein is one component of a system of seven DNA mismatch
repair proteins that coordinate and work in sequential steps to initiate repair
of DNA mismatches in humans. The MLH1 gene is often mutated in hereditary
nonpolyposis colon cancer (HNPCC). It also plays a role in meiotic recombination. Defects in mismatch repair are found in around 13% of colorectal
cancers and are much more frequently due to deficiency of MLH1 than deficiencies of other DNA mismatch repair proteins

Antibody
MLH-1

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

MLH1/6284R

Nuc

ANC24-5M, ANC24-10M, NUC24-UC,
NUC24-5UC, AYC24-YCD, AYC24-50D

New Antibodies

NKX2.2
NKX2.2 is a member of NKX family of transcription factors. It is a homeodomain-containing transcription factor which is necessary for neuroendocrine differentiation in the central nervous system and pancreas. It is also involved with neuronal developing, patterning, and fate specification of neurons
and oligodendrocytes. NKX2.2 expression has been found in the developing
forebrain, spinal cord, Ewing’s sarcoma and neuroendocrine tumors of the gut.
NKX2.2 antibody is considered as a sensitive panel marker for distinguishing
Ewing’s sarcoma from other round blue cell tumors.

Antibody
NKX2.2

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

D-4

Mem/Cyt

AMC23-5M, AMC23-10M, MUC23-UC,
MUC23-5UC, AXC23-YCD, AXC23-50D

PDGFR-β
PDGFR-β (Platelet-derived growth factor receptor-beta) also designated
CD140B antibody, is a cell surface tyrosine kinase receptor for the members
of Platelet-derived growth factor receptor. These are mitogens for mesenchymal and glia derived cells and regulate diverse cellular functions by binding to
and inducing the homo- and heterodimerization of two receptors (alpha and
beta). It plays an important role in the regulation of embryonic development,
cell proliferation, survival, differentiation, chemotaxis and migration. Also, it
is considered to be essential for endothelial proliferation, migration and recruitment of pericytes and smooth muscle cells to form blood vessels. It is
essential for normal development of the cardiovascular system and aids in
arrangement of actin cytoskeleton. The PDGF beta receptors are expressed in
myoblasts, capillary endothelial cells, pericytes, T-cells, myeloid hematopoietic cells and macrophages
Antibody

Clone

PDGFR-β

D-6

Localization
Cyt

Catalog Family
AMC17-5M, AMC17-10M, MUC17-UC,
MUC17-5UC, AXC17-YCD, AXC17-50D

Thymidylate Synthase
Thymidylate Synthase (TS or TYMS) is a 36kDa intracellular enzyme catalyzes deoxyuridine monophosphate (dUMP) to deoxythymidine monophosphate
(dTMP) which is essential for DNA biosynthesis or DNA repair. It is also an
important target for fluoropyrimidines, an important group of antineoplastic
drugs (e.g: 5-fluorouracil (5-FU)) which acts TS inhibitor and are widely used
in the treatment of solid tumors such as breast, colon, head and neck

Antibody
Thymidylate Synthase

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

TYMS/1884

Nuc/Cyt

AMC15-5M, AMC15-10M, MUC15-UC,
MUC15-5UC, AXC15-YCD, AXC15-50D

New Antibodies

Anti-Arginase 1
Arginase 1 (also known as liver type arginase or Type 1 arginase ,ARG1) is
a 35 40 kDa member of the arginase family of enzymes that catalyzes the
breakdown of L-arginine into ornithine and urea. It demonstrates two distinct
functions: it catalyzes the conversion of arginine to ornithine and urea in
the hepatocyte cytoplasm, while in multiple cells, it degrades arginine. It is
a highly expressed cytosolic enzyme in the liver and other tissues, including
the brain. Arginase 1 also appears to play critical roles throughout the CNS
for survival and regeneration of neurons and axons. Arginase 1 is an excellent
marker for hepatocytes and used in differential diagnosis of Hepatocellular
carcinoma from metastatic tumors of the liver.

Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

Anti-Arginase 1

C-2

Nucleus/Cytoplasm

AMB81-5M, AMB81-10M, MUB81-UC,
MUB81-5UC, AXB81-YCD, AXB81-50D

Anti-Arginase 1

ARG1/1126

Cytoplasm

AMC21-5M, AMC21-10M, MUC21-UC,
MUC21-5UC, AXC21-YCD, AXC21-50D

Anti-Brg-1
Brg1 (Brahma-related gene 1) also known as SMARCA4 (Swi/SNF-related matrix-associated actin-dependent regulator of chromatin, subfamily A, member
4), SNF2L4 and SNF2 beta, is a 205 kDa nuclear-localized chromatin remodeling ATPase that may both facilitate and inhibit gene transcription. It plays
a crucial role in the regulation of gene transcription during early mammalian
embryogenesis. In addition, Brg1 is also involved in cell growth arrest, senescence and tumor suppression.

Antibody
Anti-Brg-1

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

G-7

Nucleus

AMB49-5M, AMB49-10M, MUB49-UC,
MUB49-5UC, AXB49-YCD, AXB49-50D

Anti-CDK4
CDK4 (cyclin-dependent kinase 4) is a 34 kDa member of the serine/threonine
protein kinase family. CDK4 is phosphorylated, forms a complex with cyclin
D1, 2 or 3, and phosphorylates pRb/retinoblastoma protein leading to inactivativation of pRb and cells initiate DNA synthesis. Mutations in CDK4 gene
are found to be associated with tumorigenesis of a variety of cancers. CDK4
expression is seen in a variety of normal cells and tissues as well as in cancer cells. CDK4 is overexpressed in human tumors like malignant melanoma,
glioma, sarcoma and carcinomas of the breast, urothelial, colon, lung, ovary
and oral cavity.
Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

Anti-CDK4

DCS-35

Nucleus/Cytoplasm

AMB80-5M, AMB80-10M, MUB80-UC,
MUB80-5UC, AXB80-YCD, AXB80-50D

New Antibodies

Anti-EMA
Epithelial membrane antigen antibody (EMA) also known as episialin. It is expressed in normal and neoplastic epithelial cells of various tissues and lesser
degree of staining is seen in carcinomas of the endometrium, kidney, thyroid,
stomach, Breast Carcinoma, lung, colon, ovary, prostate and cervix. EMA is
also positive in meningiomas, which is useful when distinguishing it from other
intracranial neoplasms e.g. Schwannomas. It labels Reed-Sternberg cells in
nodular lymphocyte predominant Hodgkin’s lymphoma and anaplastic large
cell lymphomas. The absence of its expression can also be of value since
negative EMA is characteristic of some tumors including Adrenal Carcinoma,
Seminomas, Paraganglioma and Hepatoma.
Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

Anti-EMA

GP1.4

Membrane/Cytoplasm

AMB78-5M, AMB78-10M, MUB78-UC,
MUB78-5UC, AXB78-YCD, AXB78-50D

Anti-IgG4
IgG4 (Immunoglobulin G4) is rare subclass and constitutes to only 3-4% of
human IgG in serum. IgG4 acts as a blocking antibody in allergy which helps
in inhibiting mast cell degranulation, but plays a deleterious role in malignant
melanoma, by impeding IgG1-mediated anti-tumor immunity. The over expression of IgG4 is seen in inflammatory pseudo-tumor (IPT) and under expressed in inflammatory myofibroblastic tumor (IMT). There are an increased
number of IgG4+ plasma cells in pulmonary nodular lymphoid hyperplasia
(PNLH).

Antibody
Anti-IgG4

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

IGHG4/2042R

Cytoplasm

ANB75-5M, ANB75-10M, NUB75-UC,
NUB75-5UC, AYB75-YCD, AYB75-50D

Anti-Smoothelin
Smoothelin is a constituent of the smooth muscle cell cytoskeleton protein
exclusively found in differentiated smooth muscle cells (SMC). Smoothelin
associates with actin stress fibers but does not interact with desmin. A short
and long isoforms of smoothelin are produced by alternative splicing. The
short isoform is expressed in visceral muscle tissue, including intestine and
stomach, but not in brain, while the long isoform is expressed in all vascularized organs. In the vascular system, smoothelin expression is limited to large
veins and arteries capable of pulsatile contraction. Cells with SMC-like characteristics, such as myofibroblasts and myoepithelial cells, as well as skeletal
and cardiac muscle do not contain smoothelin. Smoothelin antibody has been
reported to be a useful tool in monitoring SMC differentiation; and may aid in
the distinction of terminally differentiated smooth muscle cells, smooth muscle
neoplasms of the gastrointestinal tract and the staging of bladder carcinoma.
Antibody
Anti-Smoothelin

Clone

Localization

C-8

Membrane
plasm

&

Catalog Family
Cyto-

AMB40-5M, AMB40-10M, MUB40-UC,
MUB40-5UC, AXB40-YCD, AXB40-50D

New Antibodies

Anti-TLE-1
Transducin-like enhancer protein 1 (TLE1) is a protein that is encoded by the
TLE1 gene family and involved in control of hematopoiesis, neuronal, and terminal epithelial differentiation. Anti-TLE1 antibody is a sensitive and specific
marker for synovial sarcoma than other markers including BCL2, epithelial
membrane antigen (EMA) and cytokeratins. It is used to differentiate synovial
sarcoma from other sarcomas, including histologically similar tumors such as
malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumor

Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

Anti-TLE-1

ZM93

NUC

AMB58-5M, AMB58-10M, MUB58-UC,
MUB58-5UC, AXB58-YCD, AXB58-50D

Anti-BOB-1
BOB1 is recommended for use as part of a panel of antibodies to aid in the
differentiation of malignancies of B cell origin. BOB.1 expression in a variety of
established B-cell lines, represents different stages of B-cell development has
shown a Bcell-specific expression pattern. LP cells in nodular lymphocyte that
are predominant Hodgkin lymphoma their germinal centerderived are consistently immune positive for BOB.1. Some cases of classical Hodgkin lymphoma
show BOB.1 immune-reactivity with the Hodgkin and Reed-Sternberg cells.
Expression of BOB.1 was said to be seen in follicular center cell lymphoma,

Antibody
Anti-BOB-1

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

NCL-LBOB-1

Nuc/Cyt

AMB59-5M, AMB59-10M, MUB59-UC,
MUB59-5UC, AXB59-YCD, AXB59-50D

Anti-Interleukin 6
IL-6 is responsible for stimulating acute phase protein synthesis and also the
production of neutrophils in the bone marrow. It supports the growth of B
cells and is an antagonistic to regulatory T cells. IL-6 is a pro-inflammatory
cytokine. Interleukin (IL)-6 is produced at the site of inflammation and plays
a key role in the acute phase response. Il-6 is a Prognostic marker in renal
cancer. This gene encodes a cytokine that functions in inflammation and the
maturation of B cells.

Antibody
Anti-Interleukin 6

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

10C12

Cyt

AMB60-5M, AMB60-10M, MUB60-UC,
MUB60-5UC, AXB60-YCD, AXB60-50D

New Antibodies

Anti-Langerin
Langerin is found on Langerhans cells and is a type II transmembrane cell
surface receptor. Extracellular domain of langerin has a neck region containing
series of heptad repeats and a CRD(C-terminal C-type carbohydrate-recognition domain). Epidermal LCs has strong immune-stimulatory capacity and
plays an important role in initiating and regulating of the immune system.
Langerin protein can be found in Human spleen, lymph node, thymus, liver,
lung and heart. Human langerin is found on the genome maps at chromosome
2p13.3 and encodes a 328 amino acid protein.
Antibody
Anti-Langerin

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

H-4

Membrane/Cytoplasm

AMB79-5M, AMB79-10M, MUB79-UC,
MUB79-5UC, AXB79-YCD, AXB79-50D

Anti-NGF-Receptor (P57)/CD271
NGFR (Nerve Growth Factor Receptor), also termed p75 or CD271, is the
low-affinity NGFR (LNGFR) which binds NGF and other neutrophils, including
BDNF, NT3 and NT4/5 with similar low-affinity. It is expressed in neuronal cells
in various tissues and tumors with neuronal origin. Recent studies suggested
that NGFR is also expressed in melanocytes, myoepithelial cells, basal-like
cells, perivascular cells and lymphoid dendritic cells. NGFR is expressed not
only in sympathetic and sensory neurons, but also in various neural crest cells
or tumor derivatives such as melanocytes, Melanomas, Neurobastomas, Pheochromocytomas, Neurofibromas and neurotizednevi(Type C Melanocytes).
Antibody
Anti-NGF-Receptor
CD271

(P57)/

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

NGFR5 +
NTR/912

Membrane/Cytoplasm

AMB85-5M, AMB85-10M, MUB85-UC,
MUB85-5UC, AXB85-YCD, AXB85-50D

Anti-OCT-3/4
Oct-3/4 (octamer-binding transcription factor-3 & 4), a member of POU transcription factors, was identified as a DNA-binding protein that activates gene
transcription via a cis-element containing an octamer motif. It is expressed
in early embryonic cells and germ cells and is central to the gene regulatory
network responsible for self-renewal, pluripotency, and lineage commitment
in embryonic stem cells and induced pluripotent stem cells. Oct3/4 is not expressed in adult tissues. It is the most widely recognized marker of totipotent
embryonic stem cells. OCT3/4antibody is a useful aid for classification of specific subtypes of germ cell tumors including seminoma, embryonal carcinoma
and intratubular germ cell neoplasia of unclassified type (IGCNU).
Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

Anti-OCT-3/4

C-10

Nucleus

AMB84-5M, AMB84-10M, MUB84-UC,
MUB84-5UC, AXB84-YCD, AXB84-50D

New Antibodies

Anti-ATRX
-thalassemia/mental retardation X-linked (ATRX) is a transcriptional regulator and helicase that belongs to the SNF2 family of chromatin remodeling
proteins. Together with its binding partner death-associated protein 6 (Daxx),
ATRX acts as histone chaperone to deposit histone variant H3.3 at repetitive
DNA sequences such as telomeric, pericentric, and ribosomal gene repeats.
It involved in transcriptional regulation and chromatin remodeling. The mutations of this gene are associated with an X-linked mental retardation (XLMR)
syndrome most often accompanied by alpha-thalassemia (ATRX) syndrome.

Antibody

Clone

Anti-ATRX

D-5

Localization

Catalog Family

Nucleus

AMB05-5M, AMB05-10M, MUB05-UC,
MUB05-5UC, AXB05-YCD, AXB05-50D

BAX Protein
Overexpression of Bax accelerates apoptotic death induced by cytokine deprivation in an IL-3 dependent cell line and Bax also counters the death repressor activity of Bcl-2. It recognizes a protein of 21kDa, identified as the Bax
protein. This shows no cross-reaction with Bcl-2 or Bcl-X protein. Bax has
extensive amino acid homology with Bcl-2 and it homodimerizes and forms
heterodimers with Bcl-2. Overexpression of Bax accelerates apoptotic death
induced by cytokine deprivation in an IL-3 dependent cell line, and Bax also
counters the death repressor activity of Bcl-2

Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

Anti-BAX Protein

2D2

Cytoplasm

AMA96-5M, AMA96-10M, MUA96-UC,
MUA96-5UC, AXA96-YCD, AXA96-50D

CD123 (IL3RA)
Interleukin 3 receptor alpha (IL3RA), also known as CD123 (Cluster of Differentiation 123) is a 70-kD glycoprotein member of the hematopoietin receptor
superfamily. This protein associates with a beta subunit common to the receptors for IL-5 and granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF)
to form a high-affinity receptor for IL-3. The interleukin-3 receptor α chain
(CD123) has been identified as a potential immunotherapeutic target because
it is overexpressed in AML compared with normal hematopoietic stem cells.

Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

Anti-CD123 (IL3RA)

IL3RA/1531

Membrane
vand Cytoplasm

AMA72-5M, AMA72-10M, MUA72-UC,
MUA72-5UC, AXA72-YCD, AXA72-50D

New Antibodies

CD137
CD137, also known as TNFRSF9 or 4-1BB, is a member of the tumor necrosis
factor receptor superfamily, represents a promising target for enhancing antitumor immune responses. It is an inducible costimulatory molecule expressed
mainly on activated T cells. The functions of CD137 in T lymphocytes include regulating activation, proliferation and apoptosis. The ligand for CD137,
known as 4-1BBL, is expressed on activated macrophages, mature B cells,
hematopoietic stem cells, and myeloid progenitor cells. CD137 helps regulate
the activation of many immune cells, including CD4 (+) T cells, CD8 (+) T
cells, dendritic cells, and natural killer cells.

Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

Anti-CD137

BBK-2

Membrane

AMB03-5M, AMB03-10M, MUB03-UC,
MUB03-5UC, AXB03-YCD, AXB03-50D

CD147
The human CD147 molecule is a transmembrane glycoprotein, also known
as basigin, OK blood group, collagenase stimulatory factor, M6 antigen, neurothelin or extracellular matrix metalloproteinase inducer (EMMPRIN). It is
thought to bind an unidentified ligand on fibroblasts which stimulates the
production of collagenase and other extracellular matrix metalloproteinases
enhancing tumor cell invasion and metastasis

Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

Anti-CD147

BSG/963

Membrane

AMA97-5M, AMA97-10M, MUA97-UC,
MUA97-5UC, AXA97-YCD, AXA97-50D

CD235a/Glycophorin A
CD235a (Glycophorins A, GPA) is a single pass membrane sialoglycoprotein
expressed in mature erythrocytes and erythroid precursor cells. CD235a is the
carrier of blood group M and N specificities. CD235a provides cells with a large
mucin-like that may serve as a barrier to cell fusion, minimizing aggregation
between red blood cells in the circulation. CD235a has been shown to act as
a receptor for Sandei virus, parvovirus, and Hsa, and Streptococcus adhesin.

Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

CD235a/Glycophorin A

GYPA/280

Membrane

AMA91-5M, AMA91-10M, MUA91-UC,
MUA91-5UC, AXA91-YCD, AXA91-50D

Glycophorin A

JC159

Membrane

AMB36-5M, AMB36-10M, MUB36-UC,
MUB36-5UC, AXB36-YCD, AXB36-50D

New Antibodies

CD35
CD35, also known as complement receptor 1 (CR1), is a 220-300 kDa N-glycosylated member of the RCA (regulators of complement activation) family of
proteins. It is a cell membrane-bound, monomeric glycoprotein and its primary function is act as the receptor for complement components C3b and C4b,
and it mediates the phagocytosis by neutrophils and monocytes of particles
coated with C3b or C4b. CD35 binds and internalizes particles and immune
complexes that are opsonized with MBL or complement components C3b, C3i,
C4b, or C1q.

Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

Anti-CD35

To5

Membrane

AMA78-5M, AMA78-10M, MUA78-UC,
MUA78-5UC, AXA78-YCD, AXA78-50D

Claudin-4
Claudin-4 (Clostridium perfringens enterotoxin receptor) belongs to the
20-member family of claudins, transmembrane cellular adhesion proteins localized at epithelial and endothelial tight junctions. It is a 209 amino acid molecule with four transmembrane segments. These are essential components of
tight junction charge-specific channels that regulate paracellular ion flux. It
plays a role in internal organ epithelial tissue development and function during
pre- and postnatal life. Phosphorylation of Claudin-4 regulates paracellular
epithelial permeability.

Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

Anti-Claudin-4

A-12

Membrane and
Cytoplasm

AMB08-5M, AMB08-10M, MUB08-UC,
MUB08-5UC, AXB08-YCD, AXB08-50D

Desmoglein-3
Desmoglein 3 (Dsg3), also known as Cadherin family member 6 (CDHF6), is
a member of the desmosomal cadherin family and plays a critical role in cellcell adhesion. It is a calcium-binding transmembrane glycoprotein component
of desmosomes in vertebrate epithelial cells. DSGs/ desmocollin (DSCs) are
anchored to the intracellular plaque proteins plakoglobin, plakophilins, and
desmoplakin, the latter of which mediates connection to the intermediate filament cytoskeleton. Desmoglein 3 is predominately expressed in stratified
squamous epithelia including epidermis, tongue, tonsil, esophagus and carcinomas.

Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

Anti-Desmoglein-3

DSG3/2839

Membrane

AMA77-5M, AMA77-10M, MUA77-UC,
MUA77-5UC, AXA77-YCD, AXA77-50D

New Antibodies

EBV/LMP-1
EBV antibody is a mixture of four different monoclonal antibodies. All three
antibodies in this combination recognize distinct epitopes in the hydrophilic
carboxyl region of the latent membrane protein (LMP) protein encoded by
the Epstein Barr Virus antibody (EBV). This antibody stains strongly with EBV
positive lymphoblastoid cell lines and EBV infected B cell immunoblasts in infectious mononucleosis. EBV has been implicated with Hodgkin’s disease, and
may be involved in the pathogenesis of Hodgkin’s occurring in children.

Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

Anti-EBV/LMP-1

CS1-4

Nucleus

AMA66-5M, AMA66-10M, MUA66-UC,
MUA66-5UC, AXA66-YCD, AXA66-50D

Estrogen Receptor beta 1
Human Estrogen Receptor beta 1 (ERb1) is an isoform of estrogen receptor
beta (ERb), and belongs to the superfamily of nuclear receptor transcription
factors. The gene product has a DNA binding domain and a ligand binding domain, and is localized in nucleus and cytoplasm. ERb is highly homologous to
human estrogen receptor alpha (ERa) and displays 96% and 58% homology
in the DNA and ligand binding domains, respectively.

Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

Estrogen Receptor beta 1

ERb455

Cytoplasm

AMB30-5M, AMB30-10M, MUB30-UC,
MUB30-5UC, AXB30-YCD, AXB30-50D

Human FLI-1
FLI-1 is a member of ETS family of transcription factors, also known as Friend
leukaemia integration-1. It is involved in cell proliferation, tumorigenesis and
blood vessel development. A chromosomal aberration involving FLI-1 is found
in patients with Ewing sarcoma. Positive nuclear FLI-1 staining helps diagnosis
of Ewing sarcoma and vascular tumors. Cytoplasmic staining is also present
in benign and malignant breast epithelium and eccrine sweat glands of the
skin

Antibody
Anti-Human FLI-1

Clone
MRQ-1

Localization

Catalog Family

Nucleus

AMB24-5M, AMB24-10M, MUB24-UC,
MUB24-5UC, AXB24-YCD, AXB24-50D

New Antibodies

Human HIF-2-ALPHA
HIF-2-alpha (also known as EPAS1) is a transcription factor involved in the
induction of genes regulated by oxygen. It shares 48% sequence identity with
HIF1-alpha (HIF1A). Like HIF1A, HIF-2-alpha regulates gene expression in
response to hypoxia. It also regulates the vascular endothelial growth factor
(VEGF) expression and seems to be implicated in the development of blood
vessels and the tubular system of the lungs. HIF2A is expressed at relatively
higher levels in villus sections of placenta and in lung samples.

Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

Anti-Human HIF-2-ALPHA

Polyclonal

Membrane and
Cytoplasmic

ARB28-5R, ARB28-10R,
PURB28-UP, PURB28-5UP,
AWB28-YCD, AWB28-50D

IgG
The molecular weight of IgG is 150,000. It consistsing of two gamma heavy
chains and two kappa or lambda light chains. Immunohistochemical techniques have been used to identify immunoglobulins have been used in the
classification of leukemias, plasmacytomas, and certain non-Hodgkin’s lymphomas. In addition, immunoglobulin immunohistochemistry has been widely
used in nephropathology and dermatopathology for studying a variety of immune diseases.

Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

Anti-IgG

RWP49

Membrane/Cytoplasm

AMB23-5M, AMB23-10M, MUB23-UC,
MUB23-5UC, AXB23-YCD, AXB23-50D

IL-1a
There are two forms of interleukin-1 exists and designated as IL-1α and IL-1β.
Interleukin 1α (IL-1α) and IL-1β are equally potent inflammatory cytokines
that activate the inflammatory process, and their deregulated signaling causes devastating diseases manifested by severe acute or chronic inflammation.
Although much attention has been given to understanding the biogenesis of
IL-1β, the biogenesis of IL-1α and its distinctive role in the inflammatory process remain poorly defined.

Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

Anti-IL-1a

IL1A/3981

Cytoplasm
and Membrane

AMA98-5M, AMA98-10M, MUA98-UC,
MUA98-5UC, AXA98-YCD, AXA98-50D

New Antibodies

INI-1
Integrase interactor 1 (INI-1), also known as hSNF5, is an integral component
of the hSWI/SNF (SWItch/Sucrose Non-Fermentable) chromatin remodeling
complex, which facilitates DNAdependent cellular processes including transcription, replication, and repair. The INI-1 gene is often mutated or deleted
in malignant rhabdoid tumor (MRT), a tumor which is potentially mimicked
by medulloblastoma and supratentorial primitive neuroectodermal tumors
(sPNETs). The morphology of MRTs can present challenges in differential diagnosis.

Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

Anti-INI-1

A-5

Mouse Monoclonal

AMB02-5M, AMB02-10M, MUB02-UC,
MUB02-5UC, AXB02-YCD, AXB02-50D

MDM2
MDM2 is a 90kD ubiquitin ligase for p53 and plays a central role in regulation
of the stability of p53. MDM2 binds and inhibits transactivation role played
by p53 and overexpression of MDM2 can result in the inactivation of p53 and
decrease its tumor suppressor function. MDM2 also acts to stimulate cell proliferation via its induction of transcription factors such as E2F1 and DPI. In
addition to p53, MDM2 is involved in processes of cell cycle, apoptosis, and
tumorigenesis through interactions with proteins that include retinoblastoma
1 and ribosomal protein L5.

Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

Anti-MDM2

D-7

Nucleus
and Cytoplasm

AMB04-5M, AMB04-10M, MUB04-UC,
MUB04-5UC, AXB04-YCD, AXB04-50D

Melanoma Marker(MART1+Tyrosinase+gp100)
Melanoma marker is a cocktail antibody that has three melanoma-specific
proteins, which include MART1, Tyrosinase and gp100. This cocktail antibody
labels melanomas and tumors showing melanocytic differentiation.Melanoma-associated antigen recognized by T cells-1 (MART-1) (also known as
Melan-A) is a melanocyte differentiation antigen recognized by autologous
cytotoxic T lymphocytes. It is a transmembrane protein which is hydrophobic
in nature.

Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

Anti-Melanoma
M a r k e r ( M A R T 1 + Ty r o s i nase+gp100)

A103+T311
+HMB45

Cytoplasm

AMA69-5M, AMA69-10M, MUA69-UC,
MUA69-5UC, AXA69-YCD, AXA69-50D

New Antibodies

Microglia/AIF1
Allograft inflammatory factor 1 (AIF1), also known as IBA1, daintain and
Protein G1, is an actin-binding protein. Actin-binding protein that enhances
membrane ruffling and RAC activation enhances the actin-bundling activity of
LCP1, binds calcium and plays a role in RAC signaling and in phagocytosis. It
may play a role in macrophage activation and fun ction. AIF1 also promotes
the proliferation of vascular smooth muscle cells and of T-lymphocytes. In an
unstimulated state, AIF1 colocalizes with actin, and upon stimulation, translocates to lamellipodia. It is also a marker of human microglia and is expressed
by macrophages in injured skeletal muscle. The gene encoding AIF1 resides in
the tumor necrosis factor (TNF) cluster of genes, located in the region represented by the human major histocompatibility complex (MHC).
Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

Anti-Microglia/AIF1

AIF1/2468

Cytoplasmic
and Membrane

AMA70-5M, AMA70-10M, MUA70-UC,
MUA70-5UC, AXA70-YCD, AXA70-50D

NESTIN
It is required for brain and eye development. It also promotes the disassembly of phosphorylated vimentin intermediate filaments (IF) during mitosis and
may play a role in the trafficking and distribution of IF proteins and other cellular factors to daughter cells during progenitor cell division. Nestin is required
for survival, renewal and mitogen-stimulated proliferation of neural progenitor
cells.

Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

Anti-NESTIN

NES/2911

Cytoplasmic
and Membrane

AMA84-5M, AMA84-10M, MUA84-UC,
MUA84-5UC, AXA84-YCD, AXA84-50D

PAX8/2774R
PAX8 is a member of the paired box (PAX) family of transcription factors,
typically containing a paired box domain, an octapeptide, and a paired-type
homeodomain. PAX proteins play critically important roles in development by
regulating transcriptional networks responsible for embryonic patterning and
organogenesis; a subset of PAX proteins also maintain functional importance
during postnatal development. It is expressed during organogenesis of thyroid
gland, kidney and Mullerian system

Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

PAX8/2774R

PAX8/2774R

Nucleus

ANB31-5M, ANB31-10M, NUB31-UC,
NUB31-5UC, AYB31-YCD, AYB31-50D

New Antibodies

Human PTEN
Phosphatase and tensin homologue deleted on chromosome
TEN (at
10q23) (PTEN) is a tumor suppressor and a member in the PI3K/PTEN/Akt
pathway. PTEN gene encodes a 403 amino acid cytosolic lipid phosphatase
that negatively regulates AKT activity by dephosphorylating phosphatidylinositol 3,4,5-trisphosphate (PIP3). The defects of PTEN have been implicated
in human cancers from breast, prostate, thyroid, skin, endometrium, head
and neck, and brain. Up to 50-60 percent of advanced prostate cancers show
abnormal PTEN gene expression or loss of protein expression.

Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

Anti-Human PTEN

6H2.1

Membrane/Cytoplasm

AMB26-5M, AMB26-10M, MUB26-UC,
MUB26-5UC, AXB26-YCD, AXB26-50D

SALL4
Sal-like protein 4 (SALL4) is a zinc-finger transcription factor highly expressed
during development. Sall4 is expressed very early in development with other pluripotency regulators, such as Oct-4 and Nanog. It serves as a master
regulator of embryonic pluripotency by modulating Oct4 and is involved in
processes associated with stem cell activities. SALL4 expression in germ cells
makes it a useful sensitive and specific diagnostic marker for germ cell tumors
such as seminomas, embryonal carcinoma, and yolk sac tumors. SALL4 expression is also seen in the spermatogonia of normal testis. Anti-SALL4 antibody also stains most cases of teratoma and the mononucleated trophoblastic
cells in choriocarcinomas.

Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

Anti-SALL4

6E3

Nucleus

AMB18-5M, AMB18-10M, MUB18-UC,
MUB18-5UC, AXB18-YCD, AXB18-50D

Serum Amyloid P
Serum Amyloid P (SAP), a member of pentraxin family, is a glycoprotein which
has a characteristic pentameric organization. It is an acute phase protein,
structurally related to C-reactive protein. SAP is made by hepatocytes and secreted into the blood. SAP is the single normal circulating protein that shows
specific calcium-dependent binding to DNA and chromatin in physiological
conditions. The avid binding of SAP displaces H1-type histones and thereby
solubilizes native long chromatin, which is otherwise profoundly insoluble at
the physiological ionic strength of extracellular fluids. The normal plasma protein serum amyloid P component (SAP) binds to fibrils in all types of amyloid
deposits, and contributes to the pathogenesis of amyloidoses.
Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

Anti-Serum Amyloid P

APCS/3240

Cytoplasm

AMA68-5M, AMA68-10M, MUA68-UC,
MUA68-5UC, AXA68-YCD, AXA68-50D

New Antibodies
TFE3
Transcription factor E3 (TFE3) is a member of a family of basic helix-loop-helix
leucine zipper transcription factors that includes MITF, TFEB, TFE3, and TFEC.
Transcription factor binding to IGHM enhancer 3 or transcription factor E3
(TFE3) gene is mapped to human chromosome Xp11.23. In the immune system, TFE3 plays important roles in modulating immunoglobulin heavy-chain
expression and regulating B-cell activation. Members of this family form heterodimers with each other, bind the same DNA sequences, and undergo the
same types of post-translational modifications; including sumoylation

Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

Anti-TFE3

EP285

Nucleus/Cytoplasm

AMB13-5M, AMB13-10M, MUB13-UC,
MUB13-5UC, AXB13-YCD, AXB13-50D

TIM3
T-cell immunoglobulin and mucin domain 3 (TIM3) is a member of immunoglobulin (Ig) and mucin domain (TIM) family, comprised of type-I cell surface
glycoproteins. TIM3 expressed on interferon (IFN)-gamma (γ) secreting helper T (Th) cells, regulatory T cells (Tregs), CD8 + T cells, Dendritic cells (DCs),
monocytes, and other leukocyte subsets, including natural killer (NK) cells.
TIM3 plays a key role in inhibiting both adaptive and innate immune responses, potentially exerting either positive or negative effects, thus acting as an
immune modulator.

Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

Anti-TIM3

TIM3/3113

Mouse Monoclonal

AMA82-5M, AMA82-10M, MUA82-UC,
MUA82-5UC, AXA82-YCD, AXA82-50D

Transthyretin
Transthyretin (TTR), previously called thyroxin-binding Prealbumin, is a 55
kDa homotetramer of 14-15 kDa monomers that is found in plasma. It is a
homo-tetrameric carrier protein, which transports thyroid hormones in the
plasma and cerebrospinal fluid. It is also involved in the transport of retinol
(vitamin A) in the plasma by associating with retinol-binding protein. This
protein may also be involved in other intracellular processes including proteolysis, nerve regeneration, autophagy and glucose homeostasis. Mutations
in this gene are associated with amyloid deposition, predominantly affecting
peripheral nerves or the heart, while a small percentage of the gene mutations are non-amyloidogenic. These mutations lead to a number of diseases,
including amyloidotic polyneuropathy, amyloidotic vitreous opacities, euthyroid hyperthyroxinaemia, cardiomyopathy, oculoleptomeningeal amyloidosis,
meningocerebrovascular amyloidosis, and carpal tunnel syndrome. In Immunohistochemistry of normal tissue, TTR has secretory positivity in plasma and
is also found in the liver, the brain, in pancreatic islets and in renal tubules
Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

Anti-Transthyretin

TTR/4292

Cytoplasm

AMA93-5M, AMA93-10M, MUA93-UC,
MUA93-5UC, AXA93-YCD, AXA93-50D

New Antibodies
Villin
Villin is a 95-kDa F-actin bundling and severing protein belongs to gelsolin
family. Unlike the ubiquitously expressed gelsolin, villin expression is restricted to epithelial cells with a brush border, like epithelial cells of the intestinal
mucosa, gall bladder, renal proximal tubules and ductuli efferentes of the
testis. It is localized to the apical cytoplasm and brush borders of these cells.
It can interact with actin in a Ca2+ and phosphoinositide-regulated manner.

Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

Anti-Villin

VIL1/4107R

Cytoplasm
and Membrane

AMA42-5M, AMA42-10M, MUA42-UC,
MUA42-5UC, AXA42-YCD, AXA42-50D

Anti-SV40 T Ag
Simian virus (SV40) T (large and small) antigens are encoded by the early
region of the SV40 genome. The large T antigen of SV40 binds DNA, and
complexes with a 53KDa cellular protein, p53, which is required for initiation
of viral DNA replication during lytic growth. In addition, it also binds DNA
polymerase and the transcription factor AP-2 to form a specific complex with
the P105 product of the retinoblastoma susceptibility gene. SV40 also forms
complexes with a second tumor supressor gene-encoded protein, Rb 105.

Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

Anti-SV40 T Ag

Pab 101

Nucleus

AMB74-5M, AMB74-10M, MUB74-UC,
MUB74-5UC, AXB74-YCD, AXB74-50D

Anti-STAT-6
Signal transducers and activators of transcription 6 (STAT6) is a member of
the Janus family tyrosine kinases (Jak)/ STAT signal transduction pathway
and mediates cytokine signaling by IL 4 and IL-13. In response to cytokines
and growth factors, STAT family members are phosphorylated by the receptor
associated kinases forming homo- or heterodimers that translocate to the cell
nucleus where they act as transcription activators. STAT6 mRNA has been
detected in peripheral blood lymphocytes, colon, intestine, ovary, prostate,
thymus, appendix, kidney, liver, lung and placenta. STAT6 transcriptions have
been reported in the majority of solitary fibrous tumors but not in meningiomas, hemangioblastomas, schwannomas, and hemangiomas. Hence, STAT6
is used in distinguishing solitary fibrous tumors from other morphologically
similar tumors.
Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

Anti-STAT-6

EP325

Nucleus

ANB83-5M, ANB83-10M, NUB83-UC,
NUB83-5UC, AYB83-YCD, AYB83-50D

D-1

Nucleus & Cytoplasm

AMB34-5M, AMB34-10M, MUB34-UC,
MUB34-5UC, AXB34-YCD, AXB34-50D

Anti-STAT6

New Antibodies

Anti-Adipophilin
Adipophilin (ADFP, adipocyte differentiation-related protein) belongs to the
perilipin family associated with lipid globule surface membranes and intracellular lipid storage droplets in various normal cells. It is a major constituent
of the globule surface and involved in the development and maintenance of
adipose tissue. It is present in the cytoplasm of a wide range of cultured cell
lines and tissues, including fibroblasts, endothelial and epithelial cells, lactating mammary glands, the adrenal cortex, Sertoli & Leydig cells, and hepatocytes in alcoholic liver cirrhosis. Anti-Adipophilin is considered a useful marker
of cytoplasmic lipids, sebocytes, and lipid accumulation, and can be used to
identify sebaceous lesions and carcinomas.
Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

Anti-Adipophilin

ADFP/1494

Cytoplasm

AMA76-5M, AMA76-10M, MUA76-UC,
MUB76-5UC, AXB76-YCD, AXB76-50D

Anti-ALK/CD246
ALK Antibody also designated CD246 antibody, ALK RTK antibody, or type 1
receptor tyrosine kinase ALK antibody. This antibody recognizes a formalin-resistant epitope in both the 80 kDa NPM-ALK chimeric and the 200 kDa normal
human ALK proteins. The wild-type anaplastic lymphoma kinase (ALK) protein
expression is restricted to a few scattered cells in the nervous system (some
glial cells and neurons, and a few endothelial cells and pericytes). ALK plays
a major in development of brain and can effect specific neurons in nervous
system. Recent study shows that the NPM-ALK fusion gene is oncogenic. A
truncated form containing the catalytic domain of ALK is expressed as the
result of a translocation occurring in many non-Hodgkin′s lymphomas. ALK
Antibody stains cytoplasm and nuclear in t(2;5)-positive cells. This antibody
helps in the identifying anaplastic large cell lymphoma (ALCL) and also used
in a panel with CD15, CD30, TIA-1 and EMA.
Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

Anti-ALK/CD246

ALK/1031

Nucleus & Cytoplasm

AMB41-5M, AMB41-10M, MUB41-UC,
MUB41-5UC, AXB41-YCD, AXB41-50D

Anti-Beta-Catenin (p120)
Beta-catenin, an adherens junction (AJ) protein, is a component of cell-cell
adhesion structures which are necessary for the creation and maintenance
of epithelial cell layers by regulating cell growth and adhesion between cells.
β-catenin has an important role in cell adhesion, bridging between cadherins
and actin cytoskeleton. It is widely expressed in many tissues and also been
found in complexes with the tumor suppressor protein APC. In pathology,
beta-catenin has an efficient role in pilomatrixoma (PTR), medulloblastoma
(MDB), colorectal cancer (CRC), ovarian cancer, and tumor development.

Antibody

Clone

Localization

Anti-Beta-Catenin (p120)

CTNNB1/1507

Membrane
plasm

&

Catalog Family
Cyto-

AMB01-5M, AMB01-10M, MUB01-UC,
MUB01-5UC, AXB01-YCD, AXB01-50D

New Antibodies

Anti-Caspase-3
Caspase-3, also known as apopain, SCA-1, Yama and CPP32, is an aspartate-specific cysteine protease that belongs to the interleukin-1 β-converting
enzyme subfamily of caspases. Caspase-3 is synthesized as an inactive proenzyme (32 kDa) that is processed in cells undergoing apoptosis by self-proteolysis and/or further cleaved by another upstream protease generating two
subunits of 17 kDa and 12 kDa. These sub units activates other caspases,
as well as relevant targets in the cells such as PARP and DFF. The human
caspase-3 gene encodes a cytoplasmic protein that is highly expressed in epithelial cells of skin, renal proximal tubules and collecting ducts, lung, spleen,
heart, liver and cells of the immune system.

Antibody
Anti-Caspase-3

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

31A1067

Cytoplasm

AMB42-5M, AMB42-10M, MUB42-UC,
MUB42-5UC, AXB42-YCD, AXB42-50D

Anti-Clusterin
Clusterin, also known as Apolipoprotein J, Sulfated Glycoprotein 2 (SGP-2),
TRPM-2, and SP-40,40, is a secreted multifunctional glycoprotein that is expressed ubiquitously in most tissues. The main function of clusterin is to interact and stabilize stress-induced proteins to prevent them from precipitation.
Additionally, it participates in the control of cell proliferation, apoptosis, and
carcinogenesis. Clusterin exerts tissue protective functions in atherosclerosis
and Alzheimer’s disease by binding and neutralizing non-oxidatively modified
LDL reduces cytotoxicity and beta-amyloid fibrils, respectively. Increased circulating levels of Clusterin enhance tumor aggressiveness by inhibiting apoptosis and by promoting epithelial to mesenchymal transition. Clusterin expression is observed in adult testis, ovary, adrenal gland, liver, heart, and brain
and in many epithelial tissues during embryonic development.
Antibody
Anti-Clusterin

Clone

Localization

A-9

Membrane
plasm

&

Catalog Family
Cyto-

AMB33-5M, AMB33-10M, MUB33-UC,
MUB335UC, AXB33-YCD, AXB33-50D

Anti-CD57
CD57 is a marker expressed in the membrane of NK cells and other T cells
such as CD8+ lymphocytes, and by a small percentage of CD4+/CD45R0+ T
lymphocytes in lymph node germinal centers. CD57 is also expressed in Normal neuroectodermal cells and striated muscle. It reacts with tumors derived
from neuroendocrine cells including neuroendocrine tumors of diverse origins,
pheochromocytomas, paragangliomas, medulloblastoma, and varying proportions of neural tumors such as schwannomas, neurofibromas, neuromas, and
granular cell tumors. CD57 antibody is a useful marker in distinguishing nodular lymphocyte predominance Hodgkin’s disease from nodular sclerosing Hodgkin’s disease, T-cell-rich B-cell lymphoma, and follicular lymphoma, and also
aids in the classification of oligodendrogliomas and neuroendocrine tumors.
Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

Anti-CD57

NK/804

Membrane

AMB56-5M, AMB56-10M, MUB56-UC,
MUB56-5UC, AXB56-YCD, AXB56-50D

New Antibodies

Anti-Filaggrin
Filaggrin protein is an intermediate filament-associated protein that aggregates keratin intermediate filaments in epidermis. It is initially synthesized as
a polyprotein precursor molecule, profilaggrin (a large, insoluble, highly phosphorylated precursor protein containing several tandem copies of a 324 amino
acid). Profilaggrin is proteolytically processed into active filaggrin molecules
and these molecules promote aggregation by forming disulfide-bond of keratin intermediate filaments during terminal differentiation of the epidermis.
Filaggrin expression is seen only in well differentiated keratinized epithelial
cells. Mutations in this gene are associated with ichthyosis vulgaris with viral,
premalignant and malignant conditions.
Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

Anti-Filaggrin

FLG/1562

Cytoplasm

AMB37-5M, AMB37-10M, MUB37-UC,
MUB37-5UC, AXB37-YCD, AXB37-50D

Anti-Galectin-3
Galectin 3 also designated as Mac-2, hMac-2, GALBP, CBP35 or LGALS3, belongs to galectin family which are soluble b-galactoside-binding animal lectins.
They modulate cell-to-cell adhesion and cell-to-extracellular matrix (ECM) inter- actions and play a role in tumor progression, pre-mRNA splicing and
apoptosis. Galcetin-3 is a chimera galectin that has a tendency to dimerize.
It promotes cell growth and proliferation for many cell types. Galectin-3 is
expressed in tumor cells, osteoclasts, epithelial cells, fibroblasts, colonic and
intestinal epithelium, inflammatory macrophages, papillary and follicular carcinomas, neoplastic astrocytes and some B and T lymphocytes. It binds various matrix glycoproteins including laminin, fibronectin, LAMPS, 90K/Mac-2BP,
MP20, and CEA. Elevated circulating levels of Galectin-3 have been show to
correlate with the malignant potential of several types of cancer, suggesting
that Galectin-3 is also involved in tumor growth and metastasis.
Antibody
Anti-Galectin-3

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

B2C10

Nucleus & Cytoplasm

AMB39-5M, AMB39-10M, MUB39-UC,
MUB39-5UC, AXB39-YCD, AXB39-50D

PSAP
Prostatic Acid Phosphatase (ACPP or PAP) is a member of the histidine acid
phosphatase family. It is suggested to act as a hydrolase to split phospharyl
choline in semen and as a transferase. . It is synthesized under androgen regulation and is secreted by the epithelial cells of the prostate gland. Anti-PSAP
reacts with prostatic acid phosphatase in the glandular epithelium of normal
and hyperplastic prostate, and adenocarcinoma of the prostate. This antibody
is useful in identifying prostatic origin of tumors in the metastatic setting.

Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

Anti-PSAP

PASE/4LJ

Cyt

AMB55-5M, AMB55-10M, MUB55-UC,
MUB55-5UC, AXB55-YCD, AXB55-50D

New Antibodies

Anti-Granzyme B
Granzyme B is a member of the granzyme family of the serine proteases
found specifically in the cytotoxic granules of cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTL)
and natural killer (NK) cells. They are synthesized, processed and released by
exocytosis in lysosome-like granules containing perforin. Recent studies have
demonstrated that the expression of granzyme B by Immunohistochemistry
in several entities of extranodal peripheral T cell lymphoma (PTCL) and NK
cell lymphomas, including nasal and nasal-type NK/T cell lymphomas, hepatosplenic and non-hepatosplenic PTCL, enteropathy-type (ETCL) and non-ETCL intestinal PTCL, subcutaneous panniculitis-like PTCL (SPTCL), cutaneous
CD8+ epidermotropic lymphomas as well as in nodal and cutaneous CD30+
anaplastic large cell lymphomas (ALCL). The expression of granzyme B may
be important for the identification and classification of extranodal T- and NKcell lymphomas since many of these tumors do not have specific morphology
and phenotype.
Antibody
Anti-Granzyme B

Clone

Localization

2C5

Membrane
plasm

&

Catalog Family
Cyto-

AMB35-5M, AMB35-10M, MUB35-UC,
MUB35-5UC, AXB35-YCD, AXB35-50D

Anti-HLA-DR/DP/DQ/DX
HLA-DR/DP/DQ/DX antibody (also designated HLA class II HLADR / HLADP /
HLADQ / HLADX antibody is a major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class II
heterodimer cell surface receptor antibody. The major histocompatibility complex (MHC) is a large genomic region that has an important in the immune response to infections. The MHC class II molecules bind intracellularly processed
peptides and present them to T-helper cells. These are expressed primarily
on antigen presenting cells such as B lymphocytes, monocytes, macrophages,
and thymic epithelial cells and are also present on activated T lymphocytes.

Antibody
Anti-HLA-DR/DP/DQ/DX

Clone
CR3/43

Localization
Membrane
plasm

&

Catalog Family
Cyto-

AMB53-5M, AMB53-10M, MUB53-UC,
MUB53-5UC, AXB53-YCD, AXB53-50D

Anti-LEF1
LEF1 (Lymphoid Enhancer-binding Factor 1) is a functionally diverse member
of the high mobility group (HMG) DNA binding protein family of transcription
factors TCF/LEF. It participates as a regulator in Wnt signaling pathways and is
an important factor in lymphopoiesis. It binds to a functionally important site
in the T-cell receptor-alpha enhancer, thereby conferring maximal enhancer
activity. LEF1 is expressed normally in T and pro-B cells but not expressed in
mature B cells. Anti-LEF1 antibody may be used as an aid for differentiation of
chronic lymphocytic leukemia/small lymphocytic lymphoma from other small
B cell lymphomas.

Antibody
Anti-LEF1

Clone
EP310

Localization

Catalog Family

Nucleus

ANB32-5M, ANB32-10M, NUB32-UC,
NUB32-5UC, AYB32-YCD, AYB32-50D

New Antibodies
STAT 3
Signal transducer and activator of transcription 3 (STAT3) (acute-phase response factor) is a member of the STAT protein family. Activation of STAT3 is
through phosphorylation in response to various cytokines and growth factors
including IFNs, EGF, IL5, IL6, HGF, LIF and BMP2. It mediates the expression
of a variety of genes in response to cell stimuli and possesses oncogenic potential and carries anti-apoptotic activities. Thus, STAT3 plays a key role in
many cellular processes such as cell growth, apoptosis and murine fetal development. Stat3 may localize to the nucleus or the cytoplasm and activated
STAT3 is reported in a number of human cancers
Antibody
Anti-Stat 3

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

STAT3/2409

Nuc/Cyt

AMA87-5M, AMA87-10M, MUA87-UC,
MUA87-5UC, AXA87-YCD, AXA87-50D

Anti-Neu
The NEU protein is member of the human epidermal growth factor receptor
(EGFR) family. Members of this family include EGFR (HER1), Neu (ErbB-2,
HER2), ErbB-3 (HER3), and ErbB-4 (HER4), which form either homodimers or
heterodimers upon ligand binding. NEU protein is a trans-membrane receptor
tyrosine kinase that is frequently over expressed in a number of carcinomas.
ErbB2 hetero or homo-dimerizes with ErbB1, 3, and 4, and can activate different pathways including the PI3K, PLCγ, and MAPK pathways, depending
on the ErbB receptor involved. Overexpression of the HER2/Neu protein is
seen in various cancers such as ductal breast cancer, pulmonary and gastric
adenocarcinomas and may play a role in the development and metastasis of
gliomas, ovarian, breast, lung, and gastric cancer.
Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

Anti-Neu

0.N.211

Cytoplasm

AMB52-5M, AMB52-10M, MUB52-UC,
MUB52-5UC, AXB52-YCD, AXB52-50D

Anti-Prostein
Prostein (Prostate cancer-associated protein 6) is a prostate-specific, 613
amino acid type IIIa plasma transmembrane protein that is upregulated by
androgens. It has a perinuclear-like staining pattern, as expression is found in
the Golgi complex of prostate cells. Prostein was positive in 99% of metastatic
prostate adenocarcinomas while 97% of cases were positive for PSA. Prostein
in conjunction with PSA improves identification of prostatic origin in unknown
primary lesions, when staining alone with Prostein or PSA. Prostein is useful in
diagnosing and monitoring prostate cancer.

Antibody
Anti-Prostein

Clone
A-5

Localization
Membrane
plasm

&

Catalog Family
Cyto-

AMB54-5M, AMB54-10M, MUB54-UC,
MUB54-5UC, AXB54-YCD, AXB54-50D

New Antibodies
SOX-9
SOX9 is a member of SOX (SRY-like HMG box) family of transcription factors
with diverse roles in development. SOX9 involved in chondrogenesis and regulates the expression of other genes involved in chondrogenesis by acting as a
transcription factor for these genes. In addition, it is reportedly involved in the
maintenance of adult stem cell populations, including multipotent neural stem
cells, hair follicle stem cells, and mammary stem cells. It plays an important
role in sex determination and differentiation of Sertoli cells. The expression
of sox9 is seen in the central nervous system, neural crest, intestine, salivary
gland, and testis. Sox9 expression has been reported in several other tumor
types including ovarian, prostate, and pancreatic malignancies.
Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

SOX-9

SOX9/2387

Nucleus

AMB90-5M, AMB90-10M, AXB90-50D,
AXB90-YCD, MUB90-UC, MUB90-5UC

VISTA
V-domain Ig suppressor of T cell activation (VISTA) is an inhibitory immune
checkpoint protein mostly seen on tumor cells. VISTA in tumor cells suppresses T cell proliferation and cytokine production in vitro, and also decreased the
tumor-infiltrating CD8+ T cells in vivo. It is primarily expressed in myeloid
cells and also seen in CD4+, CD8+, and FoxP3+ T-cells. VISTA is highly expressed in human ovarian and an endometrial cancer is due to the methylation status of VISTA promoter.

Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

VISTA

VISTA/3007

Mem/Cyt

AMC22-5M, AMC22-10M, MUC22-UC,
MUC22-5UC, AXC22-YCD, AXC22-50D

Anti-UPIIIa
Uroplakins IIIa (UPIIIa) belongs to a family of transmembrane proteins Uroplakins that are specific differentiation products of urothelial cells. It is a component of the asymmetric unit membrane (AUM) and is a highly specialized
bio-membrane made by terminally differentiated urothelial cells. UPIIIa contributes to the formation of urothelial glycocalyx, which may play an important
role in preventing bacterial adherence through FimH bacterial protein binding
leading to bladder infection. It is present in the urothelial surface membrane
of human renal pelvis, ureter, bladder and urethra. UPIIIa is specific for tumors of urothelial origin and, used in combination with other markers in the
diagnosis of primary and metastatic tumors. Loss of Uroplakin IIIa expression
in bladder cancers has been associated with higher grade, muscle-invasive
cancer and lymphovascular invasion. Uroplakin III may be used in a panel of
antibodies including GATA3, p63 and S100P.
Antibody
Anti-UPIIIa

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

C-6

Cytoplasm

AMB38-5M, AMB38-10M, MUB38-UC,
MUB38-5UC, AXB38-YCD, AXB38-50D

New Antibodies
Anti-Retinoblastoma Gene
Retinoblastoma gene / protein. Tumor suppressor gene at 13q14 it Encodes
a 110-114 kDa nuclear protein that plays an important role in cell cycle progression by regulating cell cycle arrest at G1-S. Retinoblastoma (Rb) is a rare
tumor of retina with mutations at chromosome 13Activation of ATF-2 initiates’
expression of TGF-beta2 which in turn inhibits transcription of genes affecting
cell growth. Bilateral mutation of the Rb gene may play a role in the development of malignant tumors.

Antibody
Anti-Retinoblastoma Gene

Clone
13A10

Localization

Catalog Family

Nuc

AMB61-5M, AMB61-10M, MUB61-UC,
MUB61-5UC, AXB61-YCD, AXB61-50D

Anti-SPEC1
Spectrin is an actin binding protein and a major constituent of cytoskeletal
superstructure of the erythrocyte plasma membrane. Erythrocyte Spectrin
is a heterodimer made up of alpha-beta dimers linked in a head-to-head arrangement. Spectrin in other tissues may be composed of distinct but homologous alpha and beta subunits, sometimes referred to as Fodrin. It functions
in the determination of cell shape, arrangement of transmembrane proteins,
and organization of organelles. It also functions as membrane organizers and
stabilizers, composed of non-homologous are present in other somatic cells.

Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

Anti-SPEC1

RBC2/3D5

Mem

AMB62-5M, AMB62-10M, MUB62-UC,
MUB62-5UC, AXB62-YCD, AXB62-50D

Anti-ETV4
ETS translocation variant 4 (ETV4) also named as E1A-F or PEA3, is 484 amino
acid protein, which has one ETS DNAbinding domain and belongs to the ETS
family. ETV4 is a transcription activator that localizes in the nucleus and binds
to the enhancer of the adenovirus E1A gene. It is a Prognostic marker in Colon
cancer (unfavorable) and thyroid cancer (favorable).

Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

Anti-ETV4

Polyclonal

Nuc

ARB63-5M, ARB63-10M, PUB63-UC,
PUB63-5UC, AWB63-YCD,
AWB63-50D

New Antibodies
Glutamine Synthetase
Glutamine Synthetase (Gl Syn) forms a homo octamer that is a catalyst for
the amination of glutamic acid to glutamine. It is a marker for astrocytes
that serve as the primary site of conversion of glutamic acid to glutamine in
the brain. Elevated level expression of glutamine Synthetase in glial cells has
shown to protect neurons from degeneration due to excess glutamate. Glutamine Synthetase is present in the Testis and is involved in nitrogen homeostasis. Over expression of glutamine Synthetase was seen in Testis cancers.

Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

Anti-Glutamine Synthetase

E-4

Cyt

AMB64-5M, AMB64-10M, AXB64-50D,
AXB64-YCD, MUB64-UC, MUB64-5UC

Alpha-1-Antitrypsin
Alpha-1 antitrypsin (α1AT or AAT) is a 54kDa glycoprotein largely produced
in the liver. It is a serine protease inhibitor and balances the action of neutrophil-protease enzymes in the lungs. It is useful in identifying benign and
malignant hepatic tumors and yolk sac carcinomas. AAT expression is also
used in detection of benign and malignant lesions of histiocytic nature. It is
considered to be a useful tool in the screening of patients with cryptogenic
cirrhosis or other forms of liver disease with fibrosis of uncertain origin.

Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

Alpha-1-Antitrypsin

AAT/3167R

Cytoplasm

ANC33-5M, ANC33-10M, NUC33-UC,
NUC33-5UC, AYC33-YCD, AYC33-50D

β-Amyloid
Beta amyloid (also known as Amyloid β or Aβ) is a 40–43 amino acid peptide
cleaved from transmembrane amyloid precursor protein (APP) by proteases,
beta-secretase (BACE-1) and gamma-secretase. Cleaved Aβ peptides [1-40],
[1-42], [1-43] are extracellularly accumulated to form aggregates, insoluble
oligomers and protofibrils called as neuritic plaques. The neuritic plaques are
found in the brains of patients with Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and research
indicates that intraneuronal beta amyloid accumulation may be an important
proximal neurotoxic event in the pathogenesis of Alzheimer’s disease.

Antibody
β-Amyloid

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

B-4

Cytoplasm/
Membrane

AMC27-5M, AMC27-10M, MUC27-UC,
MUC27-5UC, AXC27-YCD, AXC27-50D

New Antibodies
CD31
CD31, also known as PECAM-1 (platelet endothelial cell adhesion molecule 1)
is a transmembrane glycoprotein belongs to immunoglobulin supergene family
of adhesion molecules. The stem cells in hematopoietic system express CD31
which are used for identifying and determining concentration of these cells
for bone marrow transplantation and experimental studies. The expression of
CD31 is found on normal, benign and malignant endothelial cells and hence,
considered to be a sensitive and specific marker for vascular differentiation.
The CD31 expression levels determine the extent of tumor angiogenesis and
imply rapidly growing tumor and a predictor of tumor recurrence.

Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

CD31

JC/70A

Cytoplasm

AMC30-5M, AMC30-10M, MUC30-UC,
MUC30-5UC, AXC30-YCD, AXC30-50D

Cyclin B1
Cyclin B1, also known as CCNB1 and G2/mitotic-specific cyclin-B belongs to
cyclin AB subfamily, cyclin family of proteins. It is a regulatory protein involved
in mitosis and expressed primarily in cytoplasm in all eukaryotes. Cyclin B1
is essential for the control of the cell cycle at the G2/M transition. Elevated
expression has been observed in various types of human cancers including
breast, lung, colon, prostate and head and neck cancers. In addition, CCNB1
also serves as a prognostic biomarker for estrogen-receptor-positive (ER+)
breast cancer.

Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

Cyclin B1

CCNB1/1098

Nucleus & Cytoplasm

AMC32-5M, AMC32-10M, MUC32-UC,
MUC32-5UC, AXC32-YCD, AXC32-50D

Interferon Alpha
Interferon alpha is one of the cytokines that is produced by our immune system in response to foreign particles entered. Interferon alpha specifically bind
to Type-1 interferon alpha receptor (IFNAR1) and down regulating of this
receptor plays an important role in determining cytokine signaling magnitude
and duration. These are produced by macrophages and have antiviral activities. Interferon stimulates the production of two enzymes – a protein kinase
and oligoadenylate Synthetase. They are widely used as therapeutic agents
because of their anti-tumor, anti-viral effects and modulatory effects on the
immune system.
Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

Interferon Alpha

IFNA/6689

Cytoplasm

AMC31-5M, AMC31-10M, MUC31-UC,
MUC31-5UC, AXC31-YCD, AXC31-50D

New Antibodies
Lamin B1
Lamin B1 (LMNB1) is a heavily phosphorylated type V intermediate filament
and a component of nuclear lamina. The lamin family has been divided into
types A and B and is important in maintaining integrity of nuclear envelope
and cellular morphology. They play a major role in regulating nuclear functions and activities, including DNA replication and transcription, cell cycle regulation, cell development and differentiation, nuclear and chromatin organization, nuclear migration and apoptosis. Mutations in Lamin B1gene causes
autosome-dominant leukodystrophy, an adult-onset demyelinating disorder
characterized by symmetrical widespread myelin loss in the central nervous
system with a phenotype similar to chronic progressive multiple sclerosis.
Antibody
Lamin B1

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

A-11

Nucleus

AMC35-5M, AMC35-10M, MUC35-UC,
MUC35-5UC, AXC35-YCD, AXC35-50D

Laminin Receptor
Laminin Receptor belongs to a family of extracellular matrix glycoproteins
that are the major non-collagenous constituent of basement membrane. The
laminins are essential for various biological processes such as cell adhesion,
cell- differentiation, cell-migration, cell- signaling, neurite outgrowth and metastasis. The laminin interacts with cell surface receptors including members
of the integrin family and as well as non-integrin laminin-binding proteins. The
high expression of laminin receptor is found to be in colon carcinoma and lung
carcinoma than in normal cells.

Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

Laminin Receptor

RPSA/2699

Nucleus / Cytoplasm
& Membrane

AMC29-5M, AMC29-10M, MUC29-UC,
MUC29-5UC, AXC29-YCD, AXC29-50D

p57 kip2
p57 kip2 is a protein which is cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor (CDKI) and
is paternally imprinted that is being expressed from maternal allele. P57 is
an imprinted gene located at the chromosomal locus 11p15.5. The cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor which belongs to the CIP/KIP family also includes
additionally p21CIP1/WAF1 and p27KIP1. It is one of the less studied CIP/KIP
member and has an important role in embryogenesis. p57 kip2 regulates the
cell cycle. Few functions have been attributed to this protein also includes cytoskeleton organization. p57 kip2 is frequently down-regulated in many common human malignancies by several mechanisms showing its anti-oncogenic
function.
Antibody

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

p57 kip2

KP10

Nucleus

AMA45-5M, AMA45-10M, MUA45-UC,
MUA45-5UC, AXA45-YCD, AXA45-50D

New Antibodies
Tau
Tau proteins are the products of alternative splicing of single gene MAPT (microtubule-associated protein tau) which is found on chromosome 17 in humans. The main function of Tau proteins is to modulate the stability of axonal
microtubules. Tau proteins interact with tubulin to stabilize microtubules and
also promote tubulin assembly into microtubules. Mutations that alter their
function and isoforms lead to hyper-phosphorylation, which in turn disassembles microtubules and hides away normal tau, MAP 1, MAP 2, and ubiquitin
into neurofibrillary tangles, which are composed of paired helical filaments
(PHF) leading to neurodegenerative diseases and cell death. Tau proteins are
expressed abundantly in neurons of the central nervous system but very low
levels in astrocytes and oligodendrocytes.
Antibody
Tau

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

BSB-115

Nucleus & Cytoplasm

AMC28-5M, AMC28-10M, MUC28-UC,
MUC28-5UC, AXC28-YCD, AXC28-50D

TIGIT
TIGIT (T cell immunoreceptor with Ig and ITIM domains) also known as VSIG9,
VSTM3, and WUCAM, is an immune inhibitory receptor belongs to the poliovirus receptor family of immunoglobulins. It is a prominent immune checkpoint
inhibitor expressed on various lymphocytes such as natural killer (NK) cells,
effector T cells and regulatory CD4+ T cells. TIGIT binds with high affinity to
PVR/CD155 which is expressed on tumor-infiltrating myeloid cells and cancer cells. Upon binding, it suppresses T cell activation, and inhibits T and NK
cell cytotoxicity. It is also involved in tumor cell immune evasion, and the
inhibition of antiviral immune responses. The ligands for TIGIT also include
Nectin-2/CD112 and Nectin-3/CD113. Many tumors evade the immune system response by expressing TIGIT’s ligands and thus inhibiting an anti-cancer
immune response and hence, it is considered as an immuno-oncology target
for therapy.
Antibody
TIGIT

Clone

Localization

Catalog Family

TIGIT/3017

Membrane

AMC34-5M, AMC34-10M, MUC34-UC,
MUC34-5UC, AXC34-YCD, AXC34-50D

BioGenex Primary Antibody Format and Pack Size
BioGenex antibodies are optimized to provide a maximum signal with the minimum background
for immunohistochemical staining. All our antibodies are optimized and recommended for use
with all Super Sensitive™ Detection Systems to provide optimum staining.
BioGenex Ready-to-Use (RTU) antibodies are fully optimized for use with BioGenex Detection
Systems without the need for further dilution or titration. BioGenex concentrated antibodies
are provided with recommended dilutions for optimal use with BioGenex Detection Systems,
allowing rapid titration and testing.

Prefix

Type

Species

Suffix

Volume and Format

AM/AN

Monoclonal

AM-Mouse/AN-Rabbit

-5M/5ME

6 mL - Ready-to-use (manual)

AM/AN

Monoclonal

AM-Mouse/AN-Rabbit

-10M/10ME

10 mL - Ready-to-use (i6000™)

AX/AY

Monoclonal

AX-Mouse/AY-Rabbit

-YCD/YCDE and
-50D/50DE

16 mL and 5 mL Ready-to-use (Xmatrx®)

AR

Polyclonal

Rabbit

-5R/5RE

6 mL - Ready-to-use (manual)

AR

Polyclonal

Rabbit

-10R/10RE

10 mL - Ready-to-use (i6000™)

AW

Polyclonal

Rabbit

-YCD/YCDE and
-50D/50DE

16 mL and 5 mL Ready-to-use (Xmatrx®)

MU/NU

Monoclonal

AM- Mouse/AN-Rabbit

-UC/UCE and
-5UC/5UCE

1 mL and 0.5 mL Concentrate

PU

Polyclonal

Rabbit

-UP/UPE and -5UP
/5UPE

1 mL and 0.5 mL Concentrate

For specific information on the individual antibody, please refer to the datasheets available
on www.biogenex.com or call BioGenex Technical Support at 1(800)421-4149 or write to
support@biogenex.com.
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USA: 48810 Kato Road, Suite 200E,Fremont,CA 94538
India: APIIC SEZ, Adibatla, R.R.Dist. 501510, Telangana, India
China:Unit 511B, 5F Front Hall, Shanghai Exhibition Center,
Shanghai 200041, PRC, China

For US
T: +1-510-824-1400
T: +1-800-421-4149
F: +1-510-824-1490

For India
T: +91-9100032862
T: +91-6309448856
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For China
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